THE COMPANY

OUR STORY

Created in 2000 by spinning of Philipps, OMMIC specializes in the development and manufacture of microwave circuits.

Microelectronic circuit manufacturer, OMMIC specializes in technologies III - V (GaN, GaAs and InP). In the 2000’s, OMMIC makes the strategic choice to locate all its activities in France, on the historic site of Limeil-Brévannes and invested heavily in research.

Today, OMMIC is the world leader in millimetric GaN technology. With superior power and unparalleled energy efficiency. Technology is positioned on one of the pillars of 5G millimetric.
A HUMAN COMPANY

During its development, our company does not invest only in material but also and mostly in its employees. The company’s workforce has grown since 2016, from 70 to 110 employees in 2 years.

OMMIC favors stability by hiring exclusively in permanent contract. OMMC is also taking advantage of the French generation contract to ensure the elders are forming the youngers to be prepare for the future with the same innovation DNA that define us.
A NEW PRODUCTION LINE

In 2017, OMMIC inaugurated its new clean room production of 800 m² which allowed from the first months to multiply the volume of production by 2 and eventually by 7 in connection with the hiring plan and therefore to address the high volume market of 5G.

This market will represent a production of more than 2 million chips per year.
INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

With its advanced technology, OMMIC has proven itself as a leader in its fields, providing its customers with cutting edge performance in the space, telecommunication and defense markets.

SPACE MARKET
- Satcom
- Internet everywhere
- Earth observation radars

We are working in collaboration with ESA (Spatial European Agency) to ensure its avant-garde processes are suitable for space use.

TELECOMMUNICATION MARKET
- 5G Base station transivers
- Mobile phone switches
- 2G / 3G / 4G receivers

DEFENSE MARKET
- Phase array frontend
- Surveillance radars missile guidance frontend
OUR GOALS

Our projects for OMMIC in the coming years:

✓ Enter the TOP 3 of the world's III-V foundries, and the first European.
✓ Reaching 100 million euros of sale in 2023.
✓ Building a third production line dedicated to telecommunications, doubling the capacity of our historic Limeil-Brévannes site.
OMMIC & ITS PARTNERS, AN EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM

Currently, we have nearly 160 customers through the world. In Europe, we collaborate with:

 logos of CNES, Ericsson, Infineon, MC2 Technologies, Thales Alenia Space, FAB, and Airbus.
IN SHORT

OMMIC IN NUMBERS

- customers through the world: 1,500
- unique processes in the world: D01GH, D006GH, D007IH, and D004IH: 4
- years of experience: 40
- buildings of 20 x 800 m²: 5
- employees in permanent contract: 110
- area in m² of our clean room: 1,600
OMMIC IN PICTURE

Because a picture is worth a thousand words, discover the OMMIC company through these videos.

OMMIC, innovating the world of tomorrow

OMMIC, your one stop shop MMIC provider

OMMIC, our clean room

Find all our videos on vimeo.com
OMMIC IN THE PRESS

Since 2000, OMMC had the opportunity to have many press articles in various magazines.

- **Microwave Journal**
  - 2013 - 2014 - 2015
  - 2017 - 2018 - 2019

- **Electronique S**
  - 2008 - 2009 - 2012
  - 2013 - 2014 - 2015
  - 2016 - 2018

- **silicon.fr**
  - 2016

- **L’Usine Digitale**
  - L’Usine Nouvelle
  - 2016 - 2017 - 2019

- **Le Parisien**
  - 2016 - 2017 - 2019

- **Le Point**
  - 2019

- **IEEE Xplore Digital Library**
  - 2019

- **전자신문 etnews**
  - 2019
TEAM & CONTACT

MEET US

2 rue du Moulin
94450 LIMEIL-BRÉVANNES
FRANCE

E-mail : information@ommic.com
Phone : +33 (0) 1 45 10 67 00
Web : www.ommic.com
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Cédric CORRÈGE
INTERNATIONAL SALES MANAGER
E-mail : c.correge@ommic.com
Mobile : + 33 6 13 49 11 26
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STAY TUNED!

To receive news about our company, new product introductions, tradeshows ... subscribe to our newsletter! And to get the freshest news and discover the behind the scenes of OMMIC daily, follow us on social networks.

@OMMIC_official
@OMMIC
@OMMIC_official
@OMMIC
THANK YOU!